ICIS Power Perspective and Power Horizon
Forecasts, insights and impact analyses for the European power markets

ICIS ensures the latest power market and energy policy developments across Europe are put into context for your business.
Now you can respond quickly and with confidence to relevant changes, maximise opportunities and protect your profits –
ensuring you don’t lose out in the short or longer term.
ICIS Power Perspective includes a wealth of knowledge, analysis and insight into current power markets in Europe. Power
Horizon provides power price forecasting up until 2030.

What’s on offer?

Power Perspective
n Detailed,

real-time and pan-European coverage of all
developments, focussed on the liquid part of the power price
forward curve
n Red

flag service for regulatory and market changes and their
impact on the market, companies and projects
n Existing and looming energy policy affecting power markets
n Combined

view of historic and upcoming renewable auctions,
capacity and price developments
n Historic

capacity, generation and prices of exchange-traded
contracts
n Validation

of government visions vs. our base case scenario on
capacity and regulation out to 2030 and 2050

When surveyed, 94%

of respondents

told us that understanding policy risk is key for
their business.

6 hours per week were spent on
screening for new developments
and 5 hours per week on spotting
new commercial opportunities.
To understand pan-European regulations,
they would need to translate

Power Horizon
n Power price forecasts for EU 28 countries
n EU
 wide modelling approach with hourly granularity and
flexibility until 2030
n Ad-hoc

scenario analysis in combination with Power
Perspective expertise resulting in a price delta analysis
n Optimal

dispatch of generation across all hours and price zones
n Cross border flow forecast
n Interactive marginal costs/merit order data and visualizations

as many
as 24 languages and translating
changes into numbers proved complex
and time-consuming.
Power Perspective covers market and

regulatory developments across
Europe, presented in English – so you can
understand how changes can impact your
business.
Power Horizon feeds 964

million data

points and forecasts the power price for
192.720 hours in 28 countries.

How ICIS can help you
Unpleasant surprises

Missed opportunities

Power markets are difficult to predict,
and regulations change quickly –
sometimes without warning – which
means that an appropriate and timely
response is crucial.

You need to know which way to
jump in order to avoid losing money
and credibility. Sometimes surprises
present opportunities too – and that’s
when it’s even more important to react
quickly and boost your profit line.

You need answers now

Noise and distraction

Translating regulatory changes into
numbers is difficult and time-consuming.
Every time change occurs, our experts
calculate the market impact and build
robust forecasts, offering an expert
view of the financial implications, for
you to use or compare with your own
calculations.

Not all news is relevant and even
developments that are interesting
may not have any real impact. There
will always be times when you need
an immediate and rational response
from a trusted source. ICIS offers that
instant back-up, for every European
power market, daily.

Our unique approach
Leading experts: We’ve been leading the way on carbon and gas markets for years, so we are very
familiar with the needs of traders, analysts, investors and strategists when it comes to market data and
analysis. You can trust ICIS to deliver what decision-makers need – and you can talk to us too.

Always up-to-date: No need to wait days or weeks for a consultant or lawyer’s view on legislative or

regulatory changes. We report the key information, along with the market impact, within hours. Our power
forecasts are updated at least quarterly, as well as each time an important market development takes place.

Insight, analysis and forecasting: Our expertise is not just reporting what is happening. It’s about

understanding the details behind the policies and power market developments. We provide consistent and
comparable coverage, using the same methodology, in English. In addition, our quantitative analysts provide
you with a pan-European power price forecast for all EU countries.

Focus on policy: Understanding the detail behind the policies that determine power market success or

failure is what we do better than anyone else in the market. Our experts get to grips with the practical impact
of evolving policies, which means that you can concentrate on the actions required
to build profits.

For more information on how Power Perspective and Power Horizon can help you, contact us today:

Tel: +44 20 7911 1939 | Email: powerperspective@icis.com | www.icis.com/powerperspective
Join the conversation:

ICIS

ICIS Energy Group

@ICISOfficial

@ICIS_energy

